
Guterres pledges UN support to Iraqi
Government, people in Mosul; $562M
needed in aid

10 July 2017 – Following Iraqi Government’s declaration that its forces have
liberated the northern city of Mosul from the Islamic State of Iraq and the
Levant (ISIL) fighters, Secretary-General António Guterres today paid tribute
to the country’s people and Government and vowed United Nations’ support to
aid the displaced communities and restore rule of law in the freed areas.

“The recovery of Mosul is a significant step in the fight against terrorism
and violent extremism,” the Secretary-General said in a statement
attributable to his spokesperson.

Mr. Guterres said the UN would stand by the Government as it creates the
conditions for “voluntary, safe and dignified return” of the displaced
communities, as well as to restore the rule of law, prevent a return to
violence and foster accountability for all violations.

In the statement, he also lauded the “courage, determination and
perseverance” of the people and Government, and added condolences for the
loss of lives and wishes for those injured.

Since the military campaign to retake Mosul began on 17 October 2016, some
920,000 civilians fled their homes, the UN Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) said.

“It’s a relief to know that the military campaign in Mosul is ending. The
fighting may be over, but the humanitarian crisis is not,” said the
Humanitarian Coordinator for Iraq, Lise Grande.

Close to 700,000 people are still displaced, nearly half of whom are living
in 19 emergency camps, she explained. They need shelter, food, health care,
water, sanitation and emergency kits.

“The levels of trauma we are seeing are some of the highest anywhere. What
people have experienced is nearly unimaginable,” said Ms. Grande.

She said aid workers “have been working around the clock” and that “enormous
efforts” have been made by the Government and partners, but that there is “a
lot to do in the weeks and months ahead.”

The UN has called for $985 million to aid humanitarian projects. So far,
about 43 per cent has been received, leaving a gap of $562 million.
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UN-backed roadmap shows how to improve
situation of separated refugee
children in Europe

10 July 2017 – United Nations agencies today issued a set of recommendations
for action to improve the situation of refugee and migrant children arriving
and staying in Europe without their parents or caregivers.

The Way Forward, put together by the Office of the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) , the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF), and their partner, the
International Rescue Committee (IRC), highlights the need to identify
children, register them through child-friendly procedures, and build a
relationship of trust with them as early as possible.

&#8220Refugee and migrant children travelling alone to Europe have taken
paths marked by danger, bureaucratic backlogs and uncertainty at every step
of the way &#8211 even at their destination,&#8221 said David McLoughlin,
UNICEF’s Deputy Director for Europe and Central Asia, in a joint press
release.

&#8220This roadmap plots the way forward for these children to be given the
same level of care, trust and protection as national children.&#8221

The document provides recommendations developed in a broad consultative
process led by the three organizations, with input from 100 practitioners,
including guardians, psychologists, social workers and lawyers, as well as
relevant authorities from several European states and the European Union, and
refugee and migrant children across the continent.

The findings show that although a solid legal framework for child protection
exists in many countries, complex, costly, and bureaucratic procedures have
meant that all too often the best interests of unaccompanied and separated
children are not taken into account, resulting in severe consequences for
their well-being and their future.

Ensuring that a well-trained guardian takes immediate responsibility for the
child, engaging cultural mediators, and mobilizing members of host
communities are critical measures that can help build a trusting relationship
and protect children from smugglers, traffickers or family pressure.

Efficient and harmonized processes would help children understand procedures
and access protection and solutions in accordance with their best interests,
as outlined in the roadmap.

The situation for unaccompanied and separated refugee and migrant children
has worsened since the increase of arrivals to Europe back in 2015, with a
broadened use of detention and large scale institutional care, limited family
reunification opportunities, and rising concerns over deportations.
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&#8220They deserve better protection and care from Europe… The roadmap shows
us how,&#8221 said Diane Goodman, Deputy Director of UNHCR’s Europe Bureau.

In Ukraine, UN chief Guterres urges
full respect for ceasefire

9 July 2017 – Speaking to the press in the Ukrainian capital, Kyiv, United
Nations Secretary-General António Guterres called on all sides to fully
respect the ceasefire and underscored the Organization’s support to the
country and its people.

&#8220You can be sure that for us this is something that we keep in the
agenda. It is not a forgotten situation,&#8221 said Mr. Guterres at a press
conference, alongside Petro Poroshenko, the President of Ukraine.

&#8220The human rights bodies of the UN are, of course, active in relation to
the situation, and, as it is known, the High Commissioner [for human rights]
will be providing also his report on the human rights situation in Crimea in
due time,&#8221 he noted.

He added that the UN is ready to support all efforts, including those of the
Normandy Four, the Trilateral Contact Group and the Organization for Security
and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE).

In his remarks, the Secretary-General also highlighted the UN’s support to
humanitarian activities in the country and said that it would enhance its
cooperation with the Government and that it will work to overcome any
challenges in reaching the populations in distress.

More than 1.7 million people have been displaced in Ukraine since the start
of the conflict.

RELATED: Conflict in Ukraine enters fourth year ‘with no end in sight’ &#8211
UN report

Mr. Guterres also said that UN fully supported the reform process of the
Government and that he has closely followed developments in that regard.

&#8220As the President mentioned, we are ready to upscale our cooperation and
our presence to support the Government in the reforms that [it] will be
promoting,&#8221 he added.

Further in his remarks, the Secretary-General expressed appreciation to the
cooperation between Ukraine and the UN as well as the country’s contributions
to the UN peacekeeping efforts and to global peace and security as a member
of the Security Council.
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&#8220Ukraine has been actively engaged in all processes in relation to both
peace and security, sustainable and inclusive development, and human rights,
and I want to express my deep appreciation for what has been an exemplary
cooperation,&#8221 he said.

Also in his remarks, Mr. Guterres recalled his link with the people of
Ukraine during his tenure as the UN High Commissioner for Refugees.

&#8220I started to work with them as High Commissioner for Refugees, and I
want to say that I deeply feel the suffering of the people and I am deeply
committed to do everything I can in order to be able to address their
plight,&#8221 he stated.

Five years into South Sudan’s
independence, children denied
childhoods – UNICEF

8 July 2017 – As South Sudan enters its sixth year of independence, the
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) is calling the situation in the
country &#8220a catastrophe for children&#8221 and cautioned that they are
being denied a childhood in nearly all aspects of their lives.

&#8220A country’s independence day should be celebrated. However, today in
South Sudan, there will be no celebration for the millions of children caught
up in this conflict,&#8221 said Mahimbo Mdoe, UNICEF’s Representative in
South Sudan, on the occasion of South Sudan’s Independence Day on 9 July.

He noted that children in South Sudan are suffering &#8220unthinkable
hardships and setbacks&#8221 in their education, nutrition, health and other
rights.

&#8220In nearly all aspects of their lives children are being denied a
childhood in South Sudan.&#8221

The country has been in conflict since December 2013, with at least 2,500
children killed or injured, and more than two million children displaced or
seeking refuge in neighbouring countries. Hundreds have also been raped and
sexually assaulted.

&#8220The numbers are staggering and yet each represents the ongoing misery
of a child,&#8221 said Mr. Mdoe.

UNICEF noted that with 2.2 million children out of school, the country has
the highest proportion of school children not in classrooms, with 70 per cent
of children not receiving any education. In addition, one-third of all
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schools are believed to have been attacked by armed groups.

An estimated 1.1 million children in the country are acutely malnourished,
according to UNICEF. In addition, children lack clean water, which has led to
the ongoing outbreak of cholera &#8211 the longest and most widespread in the
country’s history &#8211 with 10,000 cases reported, the majority children.

UNICEF, along with other UN agencies and non-UN partners, are working to
provide safe drinking water and food to children, as well as to reunite them
with their families and to support some stability in their lives through
schooling.

&#8220While UNICEF continues to increase our emergency response to reach
those most in need, we reiterate what we have said time and again:
humanitarian actors need full and safe access; and the children of South
Sudan need peace,&#8221 Mr. Mdoe said.

International cooperation crucial to
safe flights, UN says at counter-
terrorism meeting

7 July 2017 – The global nature of aviation puts everyone at the same level
of risk from potential terrorism, senior United Nations officials said today,
calling for greater information sharing, resources and political will to keep
flights safe.

“Terrorism is not someone else’s problem. States and industry must commit
necessary resources and provide necessary governance,” the Secretary-General
of the UN International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), Fang Liu, told
the opening of a special meeting of the Counter-Terrorism Committee on
“Terrorist threats to civil aviation.”

The concept note for the meeting cited recent attacks against airports in
Belgium, Turkey and the United States, and the explosion of a terrorist bomb
aboard Daallo Airlines flight 159, as “stark reminders that landside attacks,
the threat posed by insiders and airport staff, and the use of increasingly
sophisticated improvised explosive devices are all significant concerns.”

The meeting aimed to give government representatives an opportunity to
discuss enhanced security measures – such as explosive detection and new
cargo rules, as well as new challenges, such as cybercrime and “porous
airport perimeters.”

In her speech, Ms. Liu called for greater access to current threat
information between States and within the local and federal authorities, as
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well as political will to work together.

“Aviation security authorities must be provided adequate information by the
State’s own law enforcement and intelligence organizations, in order to
create a meaningful and effective threat assessment,” said Ms. Liu.

She noted one “pointed” example of information sharing, such as the recent
laptop restrictions imposed by the United States, which were then transitions
to more extensive screening measures of passengers.

In his address, Jean-Paul Laborde, Executive Director of the UN Counter-
Terrorism Committee Executive Directorate (CTED), said “more and more strict
measures” are clearly needed “to address challenges of terrorism and to
protect our lives.”

But effective work “can only happen through cohesiveness and cooperation, and
this is what the Security Council does,” he said, urging governments to
implement measures cited in recent resolutions related to aviation safety.

Last September, the Security Council unanimously adopted its first resolution
to address terrorist threats to civil aviation. Resolution 2309 (2016) urged
governments to ensure that effective, risk-based measures are taken to
protect airports, for example, to strengthen security screening procedures
and utilize technology to detect explosives and other threats.

More recently, Security Council adopted resolution 2341 (2017), which
recognized the urgent need to ensure reliability and resistance of critical
infrastructure.

Mr. Laborde stressed the importance of collecting and sharing advance
passenger information (API) to detect the departure from, entry into, or
transit through their territories of individuals on the Al-Qaida sanctions
list.

He said only 57 countries are capable of implementing and sharing such
information with INTERPOL, which has 68 million entries.

Reiterating the importance of sharing information and cooperation in his
closing remarks, Mr. Laborde again spoke about the need to cut red tape and
to implement the Security Council resolutions.

“Along with our hesitations and weaknesses, this is one area where
multilateralism has its advantages,” he said.
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